SELF-DETERMINED LIVING
Life is movement. And movement means self-determined living. Come to REHACARE and experience what the future will move for everyone.

Rehabilitation and care are becoming increasingly important. Society is ageing, chronic illnesses are on the rise, accidents are happening and new questions arise: How can the potential of digitalization be used for smart solutions? What opportunities do they offer for a more self-determined life? And how is it possible to support physically or mentally impaired people even better?

Experts, decision-makers, relatives and those affected need a platform that provides answers. A common meeting point that allows everyone to experience the widest range of current solutions, progressive concepts and visions for the future in one place at one time.

Come to REHACARE 2019 in Düsseldorf – the world’s largest trade fair for rehabilitation and care awaits you.

**Highlights at a glance**

- International product showcase
- Expert forums and theme parks
- High quality knowledge transfer
- Exchange of information for experts and stakeholders
- Innovative solutions and advice for every area of life and every disability
- Sports, culture and entertainment
INNOVATION THAT INVITES PARTICIPATION
Everything from assistance and mobility to goals.

Be there when more than 700 exhibitors from over 40 countries present the widest range of products, services and innovations for rehabilitation, prevention, inclusion and care.

At the world’s largest trade fair in the industry, you can keep up with the latest developments with a comprehensive range of products and services and an exchange of ideas at eye level. Take advantage of the simultaneous interaction of trade fair, congress and numerous theme parks. Get your fill of practical knowledge. And discover everything from everyday assistance to barrier-free living environments, ideas for leisure, sports and travel to a future of living under a single roof.

Focal points that make life easier:
- Daily living aids
- Wheelchairs
- Mobility aids
- Inpatient and home care assistance
- Communication aids
- Car manufacture/adaption
- Aids for children
- Exoskeletons
- Medical care
- and much more

Smart Reha, eCare and innovative assistance enable more participation for everyone. At REHACARE you will discover today what will help people be more self-determined in the future.
Experience an extraordinarily high-class programme – combining expertise and information with fun and entertainment.

- The social, societal and political centre of the fair: At TREFFPUNKT REHACARE you will experience a wealth of knowledge – from legislation to self-help associations, forms of housing for patients in a vegetative state, as well as topics from the fields of culture, mobility and sports to opportunities for digitalisation.

- PRODUCTS & NEWS offers a look behind the scenes: it is always exciting when exhibitors present a mix of products, current topics and insider information. The forum will be realized in cooperation with MOBITIPP – the guide for more mobility and quality of life.

- The theme park “People with disabilities and careers” offers help with issues encountered in the world of work. Possibilities for support and consultation promote inclusion through active participation in professional life.

- Tour operators, hotel owners, tourism companies and associations present the latest trends and offers in the field of disability-friendly travel.

- At KID’S WORLD, integrative childcare supports your visit to the fair by having educators look after the little guests professionally while you enjoy your programme.
PEOPLE, HIGH-TECH & HIGHLIGHTS
Offers and participation activities you should not miss.

- The eCare theme day at the TREFFPUNKT REHACARE showcases the opportunities and challenges of digitalisation for caregivers. Here you will find answers to all questions that are relevant for caregivers and consumers today, tomorrow and in everyday life.

- The Sports Center provides activities and offers for everyone who wants to familiarize themselves with different sports for people with disabilities.

- REHACARE is hosting and partnering with the 15th MCC-RehaForum in 2019. The Forum will take place in parallel to the trade fair on 19 and 20 September 2019 in the CCD South. You are cordially invited to inform yourself about current political, economic and technical developments in the rehabilitation sector, to engage in an exchange and to discuss solutions.

- Already for the second time, the M-Enabling Forum Europe will take place on 19 September 2019 with this year’s topic: Inclusion through digital and assistive technologies. The inclusion of people with disabilities in the job market and the associated labour potential is one of this year’s main themes. Organizers are E. J. Krause & Associates, Inc and G3ict, the global initiative for inclusive information and communication technology.
SITE PLAN
and HALL PLAN

CCD South
REHA Forum
M-Enabling Forum Europe

Hall 4
Assistance for daily living
Assistance for kids
Orthopaedics, mobility assistance, wheelchairs, wheelchair accessories
International pavilions
KID’S WORLD - integrative childcare
PRODUCTS & NEWS @REHACARE powered by MOBITIPP

Hall 5
Assistance for daily living
Mobility and travel
Orthopaedics, mobility assistance, wheelchairs, wheelchair accessories
Nursing assistance
Assistance for the deaf and hard of hearing
Electronic assistance and communication
Medical care
Pavilion for the blind and visually impaired
International pavilions

Hall 6
Assistance for daily living
Ergotherapy and physiotherapy
Orthopaedics, mobility assistance, wheelchairs, wheelchair accessories
Barrier-free living
International pavilions
Sport, games and leisure
TREFFPUNKT REHACARE (formerly REHACARE FORUM)
Special forum on people with disabilities at work

Hall 7a
Sports Center

Hall 7.0
Art from Studio 111

Barrier-free trade fair grounds:

Barrier-free toilets:
In all halls, CCD South, North Entrance, outdoor area in front of Halls 5, 6 and 7a
Wheelchair and scooter rental:
North and South Entrances, Hall 7.0
Ground-level catering:
Halls 4, 5, 6 and 7a
Sanitary changing room for children: Hall 4
Rest and service room for adults: Hall 7.0
First aid station: North Entrance
Guidance system for blind and visually impaired people:
North entrance to Hall 5
AT A GLANCE

Opening hours:
18 – 20 September 2019: 10 am – 6 pm
21 September 2019: 10 am – 5 pm

Prices:
Online day ticket: €8 (incl. VRR)
Day ticket: €14 (incl. VRR)
Reduced price day ticket*: €8 (incl. VRR)

www.rehacare.com/2130

* People with disabilities, students, pupils, apprentices, pensioners, persons doing voluntary military or federal voluntary service and the unemployed. Persons accompanying people with a disability (with “B” and/or “H” identification) will gain free admission.

All entrance tickets and eTickets are also valid for free travel to and from the exhibition grounds on the day of the trade fair visit using all VRR transport, price category D (DB/German Railway 2nd class, supplement-free trains only).

Arrival:
Travel comfortably and barrier-free to REHACARE.
www.rehacare.com/arrival

Please also take advantage of the barrier-free hotel offers and sightseeing tours in Düsseldorf.
www.duesseldorf-tourismus.de/en/tradefair/rehacare

Always up-to-date:
Your year-round information portal:
www.rehacare.com
or via the social media channels:

Facebook: www.facebook.com/rehacare
Twitter: www.twitter.com/rehacare
YouTube: www.youtube.com/rehacaretradefair